The applications of present nanoscopy techniques for live cell imaging are limited by the long sampling time and low emitter density. Here we developed a new single frame wide-field nanoscopy based on ghost imaging via sparsity constraints (GISC Nanoscopy), in which a spatial random phase modulator is applied in a wide-field microscopy to achieve random measurement for fluorescence signals.
INTRODUCTION
The fluorescence microscope is an essential tool for the study of biological processes and biological phenomena. However, features at sizes less than the half of a light wavelength (200-300 nm) cannot be resolved in conventional far-field microscopy because of the optical diffraction barrier. In recent decades, various new techniques aiming at breaking the diffraction barrier have sprung up [1] , which have been 2 achieved in two ways: One spatially modulate the target with patterned illumination, such as stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED) [2] , reversible saturable optical fluorescence transitions (RESOLFT) [3] and structured illumination microscopy (SIM) [4] . These techniques require point scanning or complex illumination patterns to construct one high-resolution image, which restrict the speed of live cell imaging. The other use stochastic single-molecule switching and fluctuation of fluorophores, such as photo-activated localization microscopy (PALM) [5] , stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) [6] , and point accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography (DNA-PAINT) [7] , super-resolution optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI) [8] , etc. Although by wide-field imaging rather than sequentially point scanning, these techniques need collect a large number of raw images (thousands to tens of thousands) to trace fluctuation/blinking information of fluorophores, and ensure that no close-by emitters can be switched on simultaneously, which largely restrict the density of emissive fluorophores per frame [9] . Therefore their applicability for live cell imaging is significantly confined by the low temporal resolution owing to the long sampling time and low emitter density.
To overcome the limit of temporal resolution in live-cell imaging, several super-resolution methods have been developed. For scanning-based techniques, STED and RESOLFT can image with very high temporal resolution by reducing the field of view [10] . For wide field imaging, live SIM uses 9 frames with 3.7 to 11 Hz frame rates to construct one high-resolution output image at 100 nm resolution [11] , the temporal resolution of STORM can be improved either by shortening sampling time using fastswitching dyes [12] and fast scientific-CMOS cameras [13] , or by increasing the emitter density, such as DAOSTORM by fitting clusters of overlapped spots (about 3-4 μm -2 ) [14] , CS-STORM based on compressed sensing algorithm (8.8 μm -2 ) [15] , Deep-STORM harnessing Deep Learning method (6 μm -2 ) [16] . Other methods to handle a high density of overlapping emitters are SPIDER (15 μm -2 ) [17] , SPARCOM (35 μm -2 ) [18] and dictionary learning [19] using different sparsity representation in the transformation domain for original signal to obtain sparse information. These methods can reduce the acquisition time down to hundreds to thousands of frames, however worsen the spatial resolution nm) and rely on complex data-processing. There is still a big challenge for a live cell imaging technique that can combine spatial super-resolution with high-speed imaging in large fields of view.
Here we develop a wide-field nanoscopy based on ghost imaging via sparsity constraints (GISC Nanoscopy) that is capable of 80 nm resolution for single frame imaging. The technique relies on the naturally sparse fluorescence signals and combines ghost imaging (GI) method and compressive sensing (CS) theory. CS as a signal processing method utilizes the sparsity property of the signal to achieve superresolution imaging with random measurement [20] [21] [22] . GI, which is based on the quantum or classical correlation of fluctuating light fields, can non-locally image an unknown object by transmitting pairs of photons through a test and a reference paths without point scanning [23] [24] [25] [26] .GI method of extracting the imaging information is based on "global random" measurement and the fluctuating light filed obey Gaussian statistical distribution, which satisfies the restricted isometry property (RIP) required for CS [20, 21] . Therefore, combining GI and CS, a way of combining optical imaging technique with modern information theory, GISC has made many potential applications including super-resolution imaging [27] [28] [29] , GISC spectral camera [30] , GISC lidar [31] , and X-ray diffraction imaging [32] .
3 GISC nanoscopy applies a spatial random phase modulator in conventional fluorescence microscope to form random speckle patterns and code the detected fluorescence signals. A random measurement matrix composed of speckles corresponding to different positions of the sample plane is built, which transform the measurement matrix of signal to satisfy the CS requirement, therefore the technique can effectively reconstruct a super-resolution imaging via sparsity constraints from one low-resolution widefield speckle image. We demonstrate reconstructions in simulation and experiment with the considerably improved spatial resolution, reducing the number of required exposures to a single-frame exposure, and expedite the fluorescence imaging process. The technique can apply for any fluorescent specimen without complex illumination modes or the intrinsic blinking/fluctuation mechanism of fluorescent molecules. Meanwhile we also achieve ultra-high density (up to 143 μm −2 ) of single-molecule localization with intensity and position information, and the localization precision is still below 25 nm.
Therefore we can combine with single-molecule localization-based super-resolution techniques (GISC-STORM) to have orders-of-magnitude shorter sampling times than the previous approaches without a worse spatial resolution in return. Moreover, the main factors influencing the quality of super-resolution imaging of signal-to-noise ratio and contrast are investigated.
METHODS

Theory
According to the theory of GISC imaging which is applied to GISC camera [30] , the fluorescent light field is modulated into speckle pattern by a random phase modulator mounted before detector. GISC nanoscopy consists of two parts: 1) Calibration process, we collect the speckle patterns ( ', ') ( , )
r ij I i j corresponding to each position in the sample plane as the priori information, which can be measured online or pre-determined. 2) Imaging process, we can obtain the speckle pattern intensity distribution ( ', ') t ij I from all fluorophores within the imaged specimen to achieve a super-resolution reconstructed image by calculating the second-order intensity correlation between the calibration speckles and one imaging speckle. The second-order correlation function is expressed as [26]  In GISC nanoscopy, the resolution of imaging is determined by three aspects: 1) Resolution of GI, which is related to the mutual-correlation function of speckle patterns and can be optimized by adjusting the position of random phase modulator between the tube lens and detector and the parameters of the random phase modulator [30] . 
WhereY is the observation of a set of "global random measurements", A is the random measurement matrix, and X is the original image.
We utilize two common compressed sensing algorithms to solve [Eq. (2) X by iteration. It has faster calculation speed comparing to other CS algorithms, which is more suitable for this technique due to the large amount of data for wide field imaging. However, OMP algorithm has a slightly worse recovery accurate than GPSR.
Experimental setup and calibration process
The experimental setup and imaging process of GISC nanoscope are shown in Fig. 1 . We performed the experiment on a conventional inverted microscope (IX83, Olympus, USA) with a total internal-reflection excitation scheme (cellTIRF-4Line, Olympus) and an oil-immersion objective (Olympus, 100X, Numerical aperture: 1.49). A spatial random phase modulator (DG10-1500-A, Thorlabs) is mounted after the focal plane of imaging system to generate random speckle patterns of fluorescence signal, and subsequently a low magnification objective (UPlanSApo 10X, Olympus) is used to magnify the speckles which are detected as the matrix Y using a scientific-CMOS (Prime 95B, Photometrics, a pixel size corresponds to 50 nm in the sample plane). Fluorescence signal is directly detected by an EMCCD (Evolve 512, Photometrics, a pixel size corresponds to 160 nm in the sample plane). 532 nm (OBIS-532 nm-LS-80 mW, Coherent) and 640 nm (OBIS-640 nm-LX-75 mW, Coherent) lasers are optional as different excitation source, which were filtered by a band-pass excitation filter (ZET532/640x, Chroma) and reflected by a multi-band dichroic (ZT532/640rpc, Chroma) onto the sample. And the collected fluorescence from the sample was filtered by a band-pass emission filter (ZET532/640m-TRF, Chroma).
In order to shorten the calibration and reconstruction time, we use the block calibration and reconstruction method. The sample plane is divided into multiple blocks and we analyze and optimize these blocks separately, the size of each block is 1.72 µm×1.72 µm. Each block is subdivided into 86×86 grids as the matrix X (20 nm per grid) to ensure imaging accuracy (According to Nyquist criterion). We take one block as an example in the simulations and experiments. by the bandpass filter selected according to the spectral resolution of GISC imaging [30] . Thus any fluorescent sample can be used at the same excitation wavelength with the microsphere, which makes this technique more widely used in sample preparation and dye selection. 2) Translation invariance, in the calibration process, the accuracy of the translation and the stability of the light source need to be ensured. Therefore the mutual-correlation between the two adjacent speckle images is above 0.95 to reduce the interpolation error. Axial drift need be corrected by a device (IX3-ZDC2, Olympus) and lateral drift for the reconstructed image is calibrated according to the drift curve of system obtained before the calibration process. 
RESULT
Simulation with the real speckle patterns
We use the real speckle patterns obtained in calibration process of experiment to analyze the resolution of this technique and its influencing factors. In order to quantify the improved resolution of our technique, we generated rings with different spacing (80 nm, 120 nm, 240 nm) composed of high density molecules.
The number of photons emitted from a molecule follows a log-normal distribution (the peak of 4 000 photons with a standard deviation of 1 700 photons), which matches the experimentally measured singlemolecule photon distribution of Alexa Fluor 647. Then the photon number need multiply the peak attenuation coefficient due to the photon diffusion when passing through the phase modulator. As observed In Fig. 2b , the single frame reconstruction results with real speckle patterns show that the spatial resolution of GISC nanoscopy is as high as 80 nm according to the Rayleigh criterion, which has a significant improvement compared to corresponding wide field imaging. The effect of different SNR and C on the resolution. The insert images respectively show the reconstruction images at SNR=20, C=0.75 and SNR=10, C=0.75, the right image represents the threshold for accurate recovery using compressed sensing, the left image and the dashed lines respectively indicate the results and extents that cannot be accurate recovery using compressed sensing. Different from obtaining the continuous intensity distribution of the original signal by GPSR algorithm, we use OMP algorithm to achieve exact molecule localization expressed in discrete grid points with intensity information, and it can identify almost all completely overlapped emitters shown in Fig.   3a . The image resolution is determined by both the density of identified molecules (through the Nyquist sampling criteria) and the localization precision of molecules [15] . Given that our resolution is 80 nm, this corresponds to an emitter density of 156 μm -2 . However, in the actual simulation, the molecule identification efficiency is slightly worse due to OMP algorithm limitations and SNR. To quantify the ability of increasing emitter density and test the robustness of this technique against noise, we randomly generated molecules of different density in an 86×86 pixel area under different SNR values, and the number of photons matches that in the experiment of Alexa-647. For each value of SNR, we analyze the density of identified molecules and the localization precision as the density increases. In Fig. 3b , the maximum density of recovered molecules is 143 μm -2 at a high SNR of 60, and the relatively worse densities of 76 μm -2 and 62 μm -2 when the SNR down to 40 and 20 respectively. The localization precision at high density is still 25 nm (SNR=60). The lower SNR leads to a worse localization precision, however at very low SNR case the localization precision does not exceed 60 nm, which means that the localization precision is not the factor limiting the spatial resolution (80 nm). Therefore the ultra-high density of molecules localization is sufficient for single-frame super-resolution imaging with the clearly distinguished structures and features of the sample, and the high localization precision can maintain the imaging resolution. The ability of GISC nanoscopy in scenarios of increasing localization density and precision has orders of magnitude improvement compared to other high-density localization methods for super-resolution imaging. 
Experimental imaging
We demonstrate the performance of GISC nanoscopy on single frame super-resolution imaging of imaging directly recorded by EMCCD. For 270 nm ruler, we can achieve the high reconstruction probability (95%) with small localization precision (270 nm±10 nm), by comparison, the slightly lower reconstruction probability (60%) and localization precision (160 nm±30 nm) and more noisy points for 160 nm ruler. The localization precision for nanometer ruler is derived from the error of ruler and the low SNR due to low emitter density (corresponding to SNR=20, C=0.75). 
Fast GISC-STORM
The capability of ultra-high density localization can not only achieve single frame super-resolution imaging, but also develop a fast nanoscopy combining with STORM (GISC-STORM), which utilize stochastically blinking emitters of high density to further improve the spatial resolution than single frame.
The performance of GISC-STORM is characterized by the identified density and localization precision of molecules, we performed simulations to evaluate these two metrics with the molecule density ranging from 1 to 12.5 μm −2 and make a fair comparison with other molecule identification methods such as CS-STORM [15] and single-molecule fitting method (implemented using ThunderSTORM [39] ). As shown in Fig. 5a , GISC-STORM outperforms the other methods in terms of high density localization.
ThunderSTORM only identifies molecules at a maximum density of 1 μm −2 then follows decreasing trend under further increasing molecule density and CS-STORM also follows similar trend when its molecular density exceeds 9 μm Therefore GISC-STORM can significantly improve the temporal resolution (only need tens to hundreds of frames) and not come at the expense of its spatial resolution, which can promote the application of STORM in living cells imaging. 
Discussion
In this article, we developed a single frame wide-field nanoscopy based on ghost imaging via sparsity constraints by a random phase modulator to obtain speckle patterns of fluorescence signals, which can provide a resolution of 80 nm at high SNR. The ability to improve resolution is demonstrated on both simulated and experimental data. Moreover, we are able to reconstruct super-resolved structures with high emitter densities and low computational cost using OMP algorithm of CS, the density can reach 143 um -2 meanwhile the localization precision is below 25 nm, which is a significant improvement compared to other super-resolution microscopes based on localization of single molecules.
GISC nanoscopy not only enables ultra-fast super-resolution imaging down to single frame, but also can obtain high resolution by combining with STORM and greatly improve STORM imaging speed, which can promote the application of super-resolution imaging in the study of living cells and microscopic dynamic processes. Moreover, this technique can be used for any fluorescent sample without variations in brightness either induced by photoactivation or intrinsic. The instruments required for imaging can easily be combined with conventional microscope.
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